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this group on Facebook is that it's this PDF, this is the first day PDF, that's the toast to keep up with today's content. I will go through these categories that are in this pdf, In this video, but after watching the video, you can get the PDF inside the Facebook group and the PDF has hyperlinks so that you can go directly to the websites that I will refer to.
So most days, we'll have a PDF like this. So make sure you join the Facebook group. Let's do this, teaching reading beyond the classroom. So these are some of the guides I'm thinking about. I'm hearing a lot from you and I think you're thinking the same thing. Number one, keep it simple, sister. Keep simple for you, keep simple for students and
simplify for their parents. That's so overwhelming for many people. There are so many remarkably difficult challenges that some people are facing at home that we can't expect at all homework to be comparable to what was happening at school. This is the only principle about simplifying it. The principle of kissing. Another perspective is that you will
be flooded with many possibilities, but I will help you reign it and focus on the biggest engines, the biggest rock, so to speak, that you can get the biggest return for your money with your money. And also in the same line, we will not pour much technology into ourselves or our teachers, so we will simplify in all things, how much curriculum we expect,
how much technology we expect and the communication mechanisms we expect. That's my recommendation. Along the way, you may be trying new technologies and may be experimenting with students and may feel weird. Just do your best and forget the rest. We're all in it together. Everyone knowswe have training for these things. So all the little
steps of the baby we give will benefit us benefit long run. And we'll be here to help you with it. Relatedly, number three, model your confusion or your doubts or your learning. Show the students that learning never ends if you make a mistake because you click the wrong thing in a Zoom classroom, don't worry about it. It's not anything to be
embarrassed about. It's an opportunity for you to say, "I'm going to learn something here." This is how life is. We're always learning and if you quit learning, you're going to lose out in life. And then finally, let's think outside the box because this is... we're not in a school anymore. Everything's going to have to be radically different.We may come up
with things that are even better than traditional schooling this way. So I'm excited about the opportunities. So let's get into the topic for today, a realistic plan. What I'm going to recommend to you for reading instruction online is a three part level of implementation. So maybe some of you or many of you can only aim for level one implementation
maybe now or forever. Or some of you may be able to do level one implementation and then next week or the following week add level two implementation. And then in another week if we go that long, level three implementation. So this is a suggestion based on what is most important for reading achievement and also based on what's most feasible
given all the dynamics that we have.Today we're talking about teaching online. We will expand this into other ways you can teach online or teach at a distance that's not necessarily based all online, but today let's assume that you can do some teaching online. First thing that I think most of us can aim for in some form or fashion is to have a virtual
read aloud where you get your whole class or as many who can onto a Zoom call. Zoom is a free, now free web conferencing software that is being used all over the world by a lot of people. It is fairly easy to use and they've expanded the for educators to use it for more than 40 minutes. It is free even during normal life. If Zoom doesn't work for you,
Google Hangouts Knowing can work. They also opened access if you are a member of Google Suite or maybe your school has this kind of access, so you may prefer to use Google Hangouts Meet. So all your students can get a Zoom call together, see you and you can see them, they can hear you and you can also hear them. And then you give a reading
aloud, make it interactive, stop for questions, ask them what they think. Certainly ask them how they feel about doing this online, but also just get to so many emotional responses, especially in these first days because we really want to nourish them. Thus, reading out loud is a great way to build background knowledge to build your knowledge of
sophisticated written language and also to stay more connected to your students. You can read fiction out loud, but also not fiction. It can be about the topic of coronavirus. It can be something completely different from that and perhaps more positive. The good thing about Zoom is that it's automatic. Well, you can configure it to record automatically
and then send that link. So if your students are not able to be there because of technological difficulties or because somehow they are busy at that time, you can send them that email and you can also attach this recording to some kind of electronic hub that you may be building, maybe a Google classroom hub or some Dropbox folders, anywhere you
will decide to create as a hub for your students. Then let's read it out loud. It will build community and help you stay in touch with your children in a fun way that is also developing your understanding of language and literacy. Now, in addition or in place of that, sotnat sotnat ¡ÃH .sotirovaf suem sod ortauq iuqa ohneT .ªÃcov arap radnemocer oreuq
ue euq sievÃnopsid o£Ãtse euq atla zov me enil-no arutiel ed seµÃ§Ãpo m©Ãbmat there, but I didn't want to overwhelm you or parents. What I recommend is you pick one if you don't already have one, check these out and pick one and communicate to parents with that. Pinna is a podcast collection of children's resources and it is free for the next 60
days because of these extraordinary times. Vooks is a new storybook read aloud program. It's always free, at least this first year it's free. They have a growing collection. And many of you know about Epic. They probably have the largest collection and you can get an educator account and then send that information to your parents so that you can
monitor what your students are reading.Raz-Kids is not free right now, but it is something that many people have. So I just didn't want you to forget about that. And that all of these will read aloud texts or stories to the student. And Raz-Kids also allows the student to... it's not allows, they all allow the student to read it, but it has a more natural
transition to having the student read. And then of course don't forget whatever district resources you already have. If your district has paid for TumbleBooks for instance, another online reading program, make sure you're using that. So this is level one implementation, and you say, "What is Zoom?"Don't worry, I got you covered. That's what day two
is going to be about, how to use Zoom among other things. So that's level one implementation, a whole group read aloud, but that's probably not going to get your kids reading themselves and giving them the coaching on their reading. So the next step might be in another week or in a couple of weeks, maybe you can... or maybe tomorrow you could
ramp up to doing small group reading instruction that is differentiated. So in this way we might be better off than we were in the classroom because you can meet with three to four kids at the same time via Zoom, see their faces, they can see the same texts that you see and The tros ,the daer ,the hctows ro of dliub .Morf esoohc dluow ew taht sitivitca
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below video, I show you how to teach reading online using resources from Reading Simplified. I¢ÃÂÂll show you exactly how I tutor kids online, including my lesson plans, reading materials, activities, and so much more.How to teach reading online[00:20] ¢ÃÂÂ How to prepare to host your first online reading session using Zoom (using Reading
Simplified resources)[03:20] ¢ÃÂÂ How to practice re-reading for fluency during your tutoring session[07:00] ¢ÃÂÂ How to use the word work activity ¢ÃÂÂSwitch It¢ÃÂÂ in your online reading tutoring sessions[11:52] ¢ÃÂÂ Demonstrating how to use ¢ÃÂÂSort It¢ÃÂÂ interactively and engagingly[14:06] ¢ÃÂÂ How to use the online Flex It game to
teach the /oo/ and /ow/ sounds[16:33] ¢ÃÂÂ How to do guided oral reading effectively with students online[21:00] ¢ÃÂÂ How to work through the fluency and fitness programIn the video above, you¢ÃÂÂll see how I start a tutoring session for the first time with a reader reading around the first-grade reading level. He's got some challenges with
learning, but we give it a good try and successfully transition from in-person tutoring to online tutoring.To get started, you need to prepare your lesson plan, get your texts and resources ready, and start a Zoom call. I use materials from Reading Simplified of course and if you like what you see and want to try them with your students, you can
definitely do that too!So, before I start the online tutoring session, I have my files already pulled up. For instance, I used the book, ¢ÃÂÂA Kiss for Little Bear¢ÃÂÂ for the re-reading portion of the lesson, so I made sure to have that ready and waiting. Having your materials and resources ready in advance helps to save time during the actual tutoring
session.It¢ÃÂÂs also fun to use mini-games with kids. I choose one from where the student reads the words. I also used the Reading Simplified materials such as those covering the /ow/ sound. I had the student read /ow/ sound words and type them. Then, we moved to more challenging /ow/ sound passages, such as the "Mouse and Owl."Here¢ÃÂÂs
an example of my lesson plan for this online tutoring session:This is a typical Reading Simplified three components format:Re-Reading for FluencyWord Work activitiesGuided ReadingIn addition to the Reading Simplified resources, we also used some games from wordwall.net and focused on the /ow/ sound and its spellings.So, when I have my
materials ready, I¢ÃÂÂm prepared for the lesson. Having all of these things ready helps me to avoid getting distracted because I can move quickly between the activities. It also ensures that I don't have too many files running that the computer can't handle it because Zoom (or any web conferencing software that you're using) will slow your system
down.So, that's how I prep and make a plan, pull up my documents, pull up the screens, and then invite my student to join over Zoom.Re-Reading for FluencyFor this part of my tutoring session, we used the book, ¢ÃÂÂA Kiss For Little Bear,¢ÃÂÂ by Else Holmelund Minarik:Now, let¢ÃÂÂs switch to teacher¢ÃÂÂstudent dialog as the student reads
pages from the book:Tutor: Can you read the words for me?Student: ¢ÃÂÂThis picture makes me happy,¢ÃÂÂ said Little Bear.Tutor: Well done. What do you think? Do you think that picture would make you happy? Student: No.Student: This picture is for Grandmother. Tutor: Oh, I like how you notice every sound in grandmother.Student: ¢ÃÂÂWill
you take this to her, Hen?¢ÃÂÂ ¢ÃÂÂYes, I will,¢ÃÂÂ said Hen. Grandmother was happy. ¢ÃÂÂThis kiss is for Little Bear,¢ÃÂÂ she said.Once we reached this stage, we returned to the same page once again to see if the student could read the words with more fluency the second time. I started it off this time to help him out.Tutor: was happy. "This
kiss is for the Little Bear," she said. Now you try, see if it's even smoother now for you that you've heard and read to it so many times. Student: Grandma was happy. "This kiss is for the Little Bear," she said. Tutor: Okay, let's do it together... Both the tutor and the student repeat the passage: the grandmother was happy. "This kiss is for the Little
Bear," she said. Word Work: Change it When we finish the rereading, we move to the work activity of the word we teach here in the simplified reading, switch it. I was able to give the student control of the cursor so that they could change letter tiles to form new words on the screen. It worked very well, and the student had a lot of fun in the process.
We started with absurd words, like ‘splost’ and asked him to change to words like ‘splont’. Here is a sneak peek in the dialogue between me (the tutor) and the student while using the switch It online activity: Tutor: Ok, can you change a sound to make ‘splost’ in ‘splont’? Student: (choose the wrong letter)Tutor: We have ‘splost’ but we need ‘splont’
(with emphasis on ‘n’ sound) Student: We take the STutor: Yeah, and what's the right sound we need to move in? Student: NTutor: That's right. That's hard. Good job. Can you tell me each sound separately in ‘splont’? Student: (remember correctly each sound letter with minimum orientation)Tutor: Now I want you to change ‘splont’ with ‘plont’, you’ll
have to take something out. Student: (remove the card ‘S’, alternating ‘splont’ to ‘plont’ accurately) Tutor: Very good. OK, so now you have ‘plont,’ we’ll change it to ‘slont.’ Student: (Removes ‘P’ and switches with ‘S’)Tutor: Very good. Now let’s change it to ‘slent.’ We have ‘slont’ and we will change it to ‘slent’, what should we take first? Student:
(Remove ‘O’the word on the screen and replaces it with ‘E’ to form ‘slent.’) Word Work: Rate the ItAfter switch We moved to Sort It. We use a Simplified Reading feature that focused on /ow/ sound and /or/ sound. Tell me the sounds I type, please. Student: Sh /ow / erTutor: OK, what is the next word you want to do? Pick the next word we're gonna do.
Student: I want to do the next one. Okay. Student: S /ou / nd – sound. Tutor: Ok, the sound goes here (the /ow/) column or here (the /or/) column? Student: (select the column /or/) Tutor: Great, now tell the sounds as I type. Student: S /ou/nd. Once we passed more of the list, I asked the student to repeat the sounds of each word with a particular focus
on the /ow/ and/or/ sounds we were focusing on the lesson. Word Work: Flex ItNext, we played a mini-game where I asked the student to sort words in one of the two columns. The first column was for words with the /oo/sound as in motion. The second column was for words with the /ow/ sound as in cow. Tutor: Read the word please. Student: Cow
(the student then drags the word ‘cow’ to the /ow/ column). We continue so with the remaining words, including brown, you know, slow, down, line, city, etc. For the guided oral reading section of our tutorial session, we use the streamlined reading ‘Mouse and Owl’ passage. This is a great passage for children learning the sound /ow / but of course we
have many more passages and read features like this in other sounds. I'll read a little, and you can give it your turn. Are you looking at the highlight with me? Student: Yes. Tutor: Rat and owl. ... follow the spotlight. When you're awake, you're awake. After starting the passage on my own, I asked the student to read with me. So I used the highlight
cursor to guide you from one word to the other, asking you to read where possible. WhenI needed help, I was there. wool. He was so that he could finish the sentence or discover the word he was struggling to read. For example, when we get to sentence, ¢ â â € now, who, who doesn't know that? said owl. The student paused the word ¢ â â € € know
'and he needed my help to guide him. With my help, the student was able to say that the word much better due to the second time we reread the sentence. Guided reading is an excellent activity to experiment with students when you are teaching online reading. You can use the mouse cursor as a guide instead of your finger, pen or ruler, etc. The
student can easily follow you and read aloud about Zoom Call. We continued with guided oral reading and headed for the passage that you go below: Then we moved to a fun challenge of the word, where I asked the student to fill the blank sounds for different words. For example, â € œH__seâ € became "house" and "spr__t" became "sprut" and so on.
We continue with this for a while and I made him repeat the sounds of words as we include, including words like cow, owl, growl, and so on. I hope this will help you if you are trying to find out how to teach reading on -line. As you can see, it is possible to teach reading for children on -line, you are just having the right features ready and waiting for
you! If you like access to over 1000 pages of different student materials, such as those I used during this online reading tutoring session, you can sign up to participate in the Simplified Reading Academy! Would you like free training like this one here at Reading simplified? Then make sure to play the doorbell here on YouTube to become a subscriber
to learn more of our ways to simplify the instrument and accelerate students reading the achievements. And you can also aisetroc aisetroc ed sotnemaniert sortuo moc rarom somav ,nretsaE dradnatS emiT 00:02 ,arief- a§Ãret ed setion san etnemlareg ,deifilpmIsgnidaer@ koobecaF on we give some toast to teachers and parents. then I hope to see you
here again next time on youtube u even on facebook. Take care. suddenly you found yourself teaching online u at a distance? What did you learn? Please comment below for the benefit of other teachers. benefit.
15/11/2019 · Reading Comprehension Sequence Chain; Vocabulary Strategy: Use Context Clues; Vocabulary Strategy: Learn New Words; Target Reading Skill: Identify the Main Idea; Target Reading Skill: Identify Supporting Details; Reading Strategy: Take Notes; Target Reading Skill: Compare and Contrast; Target Reading Skill: Sequence; Target
Reading Skill: Relate Cause and … Our reading programs for high school students address these difficulties, using brain-based exercises to automate decoding (fluency) and train high school level reading comprehension skills. High School comprehension is a challenging standard. High school reading requires metacognitive reading comprehension,
where a student can extract the main idea and think … 16/01/2018 · Outlined below are descriptions of the four tasks and examples of each developed by Maria’s group of future teachers. Step 1: Activate students’ prior knowledge before reading with open ended questions. Here are some questions Maria’s class wrote to dig into what students
already know about content covered in the article. Text Survey. Text Survey is another powerful pre-reading activity for high school students because it teaches them how to identify the value of the text before reading it. In other words, during their university studies, students will be expected to do independent work, read tons of academic articles,
and most importantly, filter out relevant ... 16/04/2020 · Here are 11 free websites we think you’ll find useful for reading comprehension. EnglishMaven This site, which is suitable for grades K-12, offers numerous reading comprehension exercises that are unique, colorful, and interactive. Exercises include: 16/01/2019 · This strategy is ideal for
handouts. Using sticky notes can allow students to record information from a text without damaging the text. Sticky notes can also be removed and organized later for responses to a text. 06 of 10 Use Context Clues Students need to use the hints that an author provides in a text. 23/12/2017 · This visual from Serravallo’s Reading Strategies Book is a
powerful metaphor for asking questions. Encourage students to dig into texts to peel back layers of meaning. Teaching reading in high school is a process of goal setting, reflecting, and growing. Teachers have to find what works best for their own students’ needs.
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